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 In a beautiful town named Kumio, birds were flying away from their nests, but in 

a nearby home there lived a family formed of mother, father, two girls and a boy. The two 

girls were called Cherry and Berry. Berry was fifteen, and Cherry was twelve. The boy 

was called Kim and he was the same age as Berry. 

 Cherry was reading a book about a portal who teleported people to a winter di-

mension with roller coasters, rides and more! ''Hey brother! Hey sister! There is this book 

I like with portals that lead to a winter dimension! I am going to find one! '' Cherry said 

loudly so they could hear her squeaky voice. 

 ''There is no such thing as a portal, silly'', said Berry and Kim at the same time. 

''You are reading a useless book, I'd rather play video games!'', said Kim. ''Guys, it is time 

to go to sleep, tomorrow we will find the presents Santa brought!'', said mother. ''Okay 

mother!'', said all the kids at the same time.  

 They all went to sleep and then, poof, it was morning just after a second as they 

closed their eyes. ''Wow, night is not that long'', said Kim. ''Mhm'', replied Berry and 

Cherry. ''Let us open the presents!'', shouted Cherry. 

 Cherry got a doll house, Kim got a new video game and Berry got a Christmas 

costume. ''Guys I am going to investigate the basement!'', said Cherry with her nice smile 

with her eyes closed and her arms on her hips. She was wandering around the basement 

when she saw a shiny purple light. She went to it and pulled off the curtain. ''A POR-

TAL!?'', shouted Cherry. ''I will go through it.''  

 Cherry went through the portal, she fell from the sky with her face in the snow. 

''Oh, it is cold.'', she said. 

 She lifted her head and saw a park ''Woah...'', she gasped. 
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''It is beautiful!'' Cherry said. A minute passed and a prince with a big crown on his 

head appeared. ''Hello! I am Ace, the owner of this place. How may I help you? '', Ace 

asked. ''Well... I don’t need your help, just… could we be friends? I am lonely... I just 

came here!'' Cherry said. Ace would help her get up and go on rides with her. She loved 

the smell of the blue trees, and the beautiful white animals! It had 203 Roller Coasters, 7 

Obby parkour places and a gingerbread house. She then went to the decorations, Christ-

mas trees, welcome signs, white statues that would have a bag of candy on each arm, a toy 

store, taxis that were not cars dragons; it was pure fantasy. Ace went with her to a guests 

house and spent two days there. While she was sleeping one day passed. ''Hey I wonder if 

I can tame the animals... hmm …She thought on the second day in the morning. I will 

choose a winged fox! said Cherry. She tamed the fox but had to leave. She had to say 

goodbye to her new friends. ''Bye! Bye!'', she waved with her backpack on her back and 

then went back through the portal.  

 She arrived home and went upstairs and hugged her family telling them every-

thing that happened, but they did not believe her. She went to the portal to show them, and 

they finally believed her and lived happily ever after. The End! 

 

 

 

 
It was a beautiful winter night. I was in the park with my friend. The sky was look-

ing like it made a surprise for us. 

In just a moment, a little cold thing got my hand. It was a snowflake. 

Hello! I'm Snowy! 

Hi! I'm Anastasia! Nice to meet you! 

Would you like to know my story? He asked me. 

Sure. 

All started when I was a little rain drop. Then, Winter Fairy got me, and turned me 

in a snowflake. 

After a long time, I woke up in a wonderland. It was the Winter Wonderland. 

Wow! But , how did you come here? 

Well, I used to be a cloud. Do you want to see? 

I would be delighted! 

The snowflake led me to the cloud. 

Here, is the transport for us, from the Winter Wonderland to your world. 
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Wow, it's gorgeous. 

Well, I think I should have to go now. 

Wait! I want to come with you! 

Okay, but be carefull, it's cold out there!  

It does not matter! 

After three hours, we arrived. After I got out of the cloud, I was impressed by a 

beautiful landscape. The trees were looking like sugar, the ground was sprinkled with 

glitter, and the snowflakes were like little dancers dressed in white. 

I was thinking I'm in a dream. 

Welcome to my wonderland! he told me. 

Wow! It's very beautiful! 

Thank you! As you can see, we are preparing for Christmas. 

I looked around again. I saw a big, red house, that had a sleigh next to it. 

What's in that house? 

That's Santa's house. He's making the presents for the good kids.  

Would you like to visit him? 

Sure, if we don't disturb him... 

Be calm! He will be happy to see you. 

We walked into the house. A lot of presents were made and ready to be sent, but it 

was too early. 

Hi, Santa! 

Hello and welcome to my house! 

It's very nice. I'm glad to see it. 

Thank you! Would you like a tour? 

I would be delighted! 

He showed me first the present room. It was like a warehouse but filled with pre-

sents.  

Then, we walked into the working room. There, I saw hundreds of elfs that were 

working for the presents. The tour stopped when Snowy said: 

Wait! We should go! 

Oh, well, it was nice to meet you Santa! I hope we will meet again on Christmas 

night. 

Nice to meet you, too. I hope so. Goodbye! 

We walked out of Santa's house. I admired the beautiful wonderland before getting 

in the cloud. 

During my trip I was thinking of the wonderful moments in the wonderland. Snowy 

was talking about the history of the wonderland. 

When we arrived back home, I was thankfull to Snowy that he showed me the beau-

tiful wonderland. 

It was a very exciting trip! 

When I got in my room, I started to make a story about what happened that night. 

  



 

 
 

 
It was a beautiful winter evening. Outside it began to snow ... I was sitting in my bed 

and I was reading a book about the magic field at the North Pole, Santa's House. Easily, 

my eyes begin to close ... 

I suddenly wake up in the middle of a splendid winter landscape, with silver trees 

and fresh snow falling under my little boots.There is a huge ice palace brightening up 

there, and there are hundreds of small houses full of icicles, from which chimney smoke 

comes out. 

I'm heading curious to the castle, while the snowflakes dance around me. Arrived in 

front of the huge door, a small and funny creature appears in front of me. He is dressed in 

a green suit with golden buttons.He also has a large red hat and some black shoes. 

“Hi, I'm Tom, one of Santa's elves. Come with me to show you how magical this 

place is!” 

We are entering a huge room where thousands of elves are in constant agitation, 

preparing toys for children all over the world. Each one of them chooses a letter sent to 

Santa Claus and starts working. They all sing the same wonderful melody: ‚’’We wish 

you a Merry Christmas’’, ’We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year’’. 

“You know, Tom says, we are very happy now that Christmas is coming! All year 

long we rested and prepared for this magical period. Now let me introduce you to some-

one very special.” 

Tom takes me to another huge room, in the middle of which was a golden chair, 

adorned with garlands and cotton candy. The door opens and a white-bearded man and 

white eyebrows appears. It's Santa! 

“Ho, ho, ho, he says! Have you been a good boy? And did you send the letter to 

Santa?” 

“Yeah, I was good and I sent the letter and I'm just waiting to receive the gifts I 

dreamed of!” 

“Very good! Only the good and hardworking children will receive gifts, the rest of 

them will receive the wounds”, then he laughs and winks at me! “Tom, please show our 

guest some of the things that make this place so mysterious and enchanting.” 

I was very impressed when Tom showed me how different winter is here. Every  

snowman comes to life,  all the reindeers fly and even talk, and the snow is not that cold. 

Everyone is very polite,  happy and welcoming. 

Here the snow  is a reason for joy and all the elves have very beautiful sledges they 
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are proud of. Their favourite game is the snow fight, that’s why they are divided into 

teams and they have great fun. They always have chocolate and delicious lollipops to 

share with each other. 

 Also many animals in the forest are gathered around us: playful squirrels, cute deer, 

fox-tailed foxes and little cute birds that complement the perfect image of this special 

place: the magical land of winter. The whole area is lit by the extraordinary boreal light in 

the sky, whose glow is reflected in the clearest walls of the castle. 

After a healthy play with the elves, I was served with gingerbread and cinnamon and 

vanilla tea and I was accommodated in a warm room, decorated for Christmas. I am glad 

to have visited this magical land of winter: the elves are wonderful beings, Santa is warm 

and good, it is a wonderful landscape. 

Easily, my eyes closed and sleep caught me. Suddenly my mother's voice woke me 

up. I had to go to school. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 
It’s winter and the weather is cloudy. 

The wind blows and  Snowflake has arrived on a branch. 

“The winter is so beautiful!” he said. 

“I agree with you.” said another snowflake. 

“Oh! Hi! Do you want to be my friend? ” 

“Sure...” 

 That moment, the wind carried him up until he reached an unknown realm where he 

grounded on a footpath. There, a snowman saw him and asked: 

“Hello! Do you need some help?” 

“Hello! Yes, I do need help”said Snowflake. 

“What’s your name?  

Mine is Snowman. 

Nice to meet you!” said the snowman while he was taking Snowflake from the foot-

path and he was putting him on his shoulder. 

“My name is Snowflake. 

Nice to meet you too! 

 Can you tell me where I am?  

I lost myself and I don’t know the surroundings.” 

“Of course!’’ 

 I can show you the places if you want.  

There is my home, in Wonderland, where wonders happen every day! 
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 Every season has a special realm. For example, Winter Wonderland is in the north, 

Spring Wonderland is in the east, Summer Wonderland is in the south and Autumn Won-

derland is in the west.” 

“I consider myself lucky because I reached the Winter Wonderland. If I had reached 

any other realm I would have melt immediately.” said Snowflake. 

“Not exactly.’’  

This is one of the wonders from the Wonderland. Snow never melts in any season! I 

prefer to stay here because I have a lot of friends and winter is gorgeous. It has a lot of 

beauties like the trees full of snow, houses with white and shiny hats, frozen rivers on 

which, elves skate when they are in breaks... ” 

“Elves go to school?” Snowflake asked puzzled. 

“No, said the snowman laughing. They help Santa to make toys in that factory. 

Snowman showed him the huge factory behind them. 

Impressed, Snowflake asked Snowman if he is allowed to visit the factory. 

“Of course!’’ We can visit it right now! Let’s go!” said Snowman. 

When they arrived  the factory, they saw Santa and his busy helpers working. They 

were surprised by the piles of presents prepared for children and the letters from them. 

“Wow! This is a wonderful toy factory!” said Snowflake. 

Santa saw them and welcomed them with kindness. 

“Hello, my dear Snowman! Who is this cute snowflake? ” 

“I’m Snowflake and I’m very glad to meet you.” 

“Me  too!’’ Would you like to make a toy car?” 

“Of course!” said Snowflake happy. 

Slowly, Snowflake tried to make a toy car and finally he succeeded. 

“Congratulations! You have just manufactured a toy car! Now you are ready to 

make more toys for the children around the world. If you like it, Snowman will take care 

of you every day, here, in this factory and you can make toys together! What do you think 

about it? 

“Thank you, Santa! I am very happy about your idea!” 

From that moment, Snowflake and Snowman became best friends and started to help 

Santa together to make funny, beautiful and cute toys in the factory from Winter Wonderland!  



 

 
 

 
In the great and enormous Cosmos there is a planet named Wintermax. 

Wintermax is completely white because it is full of snow. In that mysterious place 

people are very calm and happy. Their houses are made of wood and hay and they are 

furnished with fluffy objects that make them incredibly confortable. There are many tall 

and not so tall mountains on the planet that make sleighing the main means of transporta-

tion.  

The people of Wintermax, called wintermaxians, even have a God. His name is Yas-

lo and everyone loves him. It is believed that Yaslo made the planet from pure snow that 

he created with his magic breath. This is not the only thing infused with special powers on 

Wintermax. Schools also offer classes of white magic. Never black magic, you know! 

Actually, black doesn´t even exist on Wintermax.  

Wintermaxians love each other and cooperate so they keep their planet beautiful and 

healthy. No one on the planet knows sad stories, except for a very old man, called Time-

max. He is also the only one on the planet that uses Facebook. Him and I are facebook 

friends and talk pretty often. Once day, he told me a little story. It goes like this:  

“A long time ago there lived a child named Peter. He was into Chemistry and loved 

to make potions. One day he made a black potion. He drank it and it transformed him into 

a spirit of snow. He looked similar to his old self, except that now he was made of mil-

lions of snowflakes. He went into the town to show everyone his new form, but people 

were scared of him and ran away. They called him Yaslo, the weird and the unnatural.  

Yaslo went into the mines near the mountain. One of these mines was very big and 

full of gold. Yaslo took the gold and flew like a hurricane into the sky. He landed in a 

strange corner of the Cosmos. There he stopped and blew hard, so hard that a big planet 

made of snow was formed. Yaslo created every corner of Wintermax and infused it with 

kindness and tolerance. The gold that he took from the mines was not needed on Winter-

max, so Yaslo exchanged it for gifts. Every year at the anniversary of his leaving his first 

home he goes back with presents. He paid people´s fear and malevolence with kindness 

and generosity.” 

One day, when I will be old enough to pay for a space ship, I will fly to Wintermax 

and meet Yaslo and his nice wintermaxians. They seem like my kind of people!   
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Once upon a time, there was a poor family where  lived a beautiful girl, named An-

gel. She was fair, with fair hair and blue, crystal eyes. As I said, her family was really 

poor, and they lived in a small house, with two windows, two old plank beds and a nice 

fireplace. She was living there with her mom and her brother. Her family was not always 

poor. They lived before in a castle, and they lived like princes until the day her dad died. 

He died in a battle, when he and his army were killed by enemies. Her dad's name was 

Joshua and her mom's name was Eve. She had a borther, Shane.  Their parents were king 

and queen, and her mother was very beautiful: she had got black hair, but her dad had got 

blonde hair and green eyes. Her brother Shane was elder than her and one day Angel and 

her brothers were talking: 

'Angel, Christmas is coming, what are we going to do?' 

'I sincerely do not know. But I have got a plan, yet I am not sure about it'. 

'Oh, so what's the plan?' said Shane. 

So then Angel told him the plan: it was to go and work in another country and earn 

lots of  money without robbering a bank. They worked and worked hard. They earned 

enough money and returned home to repair the house, buy beds and a Christmas tree! 

They were excited so they told their mom that they would make her a queen again. She 

was excited too! They repaired the house, they bought new furniture, food and a Christ-

mas tree with Christmas lights in it! They dressed the Christmas tree and it looked fabu-

lous. It had little lights: red, green, and blue and big ornaments, that were of all colours. 

Once the Christmas came they had food and all the Christmas things that people need for 

Christmas. They gave thanks to the God for their health and their food and were very 

happy to be together again.  

It was the first merry Christmas they had as a family since their dad died and they 

showed that miracles can happen if you work hard and believe you can do it! 

Since then, I do not know what happened to them, but maybe they are still celebrat-

ing even now. 
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When snowflakes fall on the ground, 

Winter joy is easily found. 

White is everything around,  

And we´re no longer school bound! 

 

Santa´s ready to fly 

Up in the snowy sky! 

His red suit is famous 

His big beard is stainless! 

 

Mrs. Claus is there, too! 

She prepared presents for you! 

She made soup for the elves 

Dusting carols off the shelves! 

 

Words of love, joy and peace are sung, 

Red stockings at the chimney are hung! 

All is well again in the world 

Winter and happiness are whirled! 
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Merry, merry, dear Harry! 

Christmas is here, stay near! 

Let´s throw snow in the show! 

I am excited, the world is delighted! 

 
Winter is my favorite season.  

Snowflakes are fool – they whirl and twirl in complicate dances, in a big winter 

show. You can see the snow everywhere – in the sky, on the ground or on the cars, at the 

windows or even on your nose. It’s cold and cool. It’s winter.   

The nature is so beautiful! The mountains wear their white clothes. The lakes get a 

sparkling layer of ice on top. Everything is touched by the cold snow. It’s peaceful and 

quiet. Everything on Earth takes a nap – after a long year of spring, summer and autumn. 

When the snowflakes hit the ground, Santa’s reindeers get ready to fly and to deliver 

many gifts. Santa is coming with his reindeers. They run and run all night, they cannot 

stop because the children are waiting for the presents! Can you imagine a Christmas night 

without Santa and his reindeers? 

Time stops in Christmas night. Santa has a lot of houses to visit, with so many pre-

sents. He needs much time for all the houses and all the kids. It’s a magic night – every-

body says ‘Merry Christmas!’ and is happy. Jesus Christ is coming to help all the people 

from the Earth. 

Kids make huge snowmen and fight with snowballs. Or they go sledging. They fall 

and laugh until the night comes. Other children like presents from Santa, but for me, these 

are the most beautiful winter memories! I play and have fun with my friends. We also 

dance on ice-skates in the skating-rink. Our noses are frozen – but winter gives you so 

much fun! 

The Christmas tree has a good place in my room. All the house is full of light and 

joy, but my Christmas tree is perfect. I decorate it with my sister, before Christmas Eve. 

We have some old decorations from our grandparents. We try to wait for Santa every 

year. This year we are waiting, too. 
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Once upon a time in a small town called Asbridge there lived some lovely people 

who were so excited because it was November 30th and the next day would be so awe-

some to see snow and play with it. The greatest thing for the children was to fight with 

snow until they would win.                        

Only that a girl called Annie and her best friend Jena did not enjoy fighting with 

snow and they just played every day with the dolls and other toys. They were not naughty, 

but they used to have an adventure every month. They were sure of how to get all the 

things because they were very smart. So today they thought of something: 

– Jena, what if we go to an adventure for Christmas? 

– Why would we do that? What would our moms say? 

– Please, Jena! 

– Ok, but we don’t have to let our parents know. Let’s grab the list! 

So, together they planned a great adventure! Days passed and Annie waited and 

waited until the day came. She woke up, took the bag and ran quickly to her best friend’s 

house. It was snowing and their amazing journey began. 

First they took the map and followed the instructions to get to the mountains. 

– Ah! Annie, I think we’re lost! 

– No it can’t be I… I mean, we did so much to prepare our adventure! 

– I even lost everything for Christmas, Annie! 

– But we will find a solution to get out from this forest, right? 

– Ugh… you only have silly ideas! This forest is 123 meters long! And it’s so f-f-

freezing in here! 

– I’m not silly! 

Just when they were shouting at each other a boy came and said: 

– Oh, hello, girls! Stop fighting! What happened? You are so pretty! What are your 

names? 

– Uhhhh, Annie, you tell him first! 

– Fine, Jena! So, I and Jena always go on adventures once a month. Today was the 

big day, but now we’re lost! 

– Oh my God! You girls have a big problem! 

– I told you! 
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– Where are you from? 

– Asbridge! 

– Wow! I have never heard that silly name in my whole life! 

This is how they began their friendship and they continued their trip together. One 

day they discovered a cave: 

– HELP, ANNIE! HELP, JOHN! A BEAR! 

– Shhhhhhh! Don’t wake him up. Whispered John. 

– Look!  

– Meow! 

– A kitten! 

– WOW! 

– BUT WE WON’T HAVE ENOUGH FOOD! 

– Calm down! We have 100 packages of food! 

– Ok, ok we will survive! We can share the food with this poor kitten! 

The next day they walked and walked and found the map of the entire world with all 

its fantastic locations and everyone shouted: 

– Mine! 

– No, it’s mine! 

– No way! That’s for me! Stop fighting, girls! 

Finally they went back to their camp and planned: 

– Guys, listen! We will go tomorrow and work hard so that we can visit all the awe-

some places we dreamt of! And then we’ll go back home! 

They slept and then a woman in a black costume with black hair came into their lit-

tle rooms. Jena heard her and quickly and quietly woke all of them up. 

– Mom, please, you know the rule, five more minutes! Said Annie. 

– Wow! I didn’t know that Annie. Said John. 

– GIVE US OUR THINGS BACK!!! They screamed so loudly that all the snow fell 

from the mountains and scared the woman in black. So, she gave them all their things 

back and ran. 

The three brave children walked 10 days and nights and the police were already 

looking for them. Finally they got home and their moms were so happy to see them again! 

– Annie! We missed you so much! 

– Jena! I LOVE YOU! Why did you do that? 

Only someone didn’t enjoy the coming to Asbridge, John. But the boy got adopted 

and they were such good friends! They had the best Christmas ever together, at home, 

surrounded by their loving families! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 It is said that in his country, Santa and his friends, the elves, make presents for 

the good children. Outside, in the snow, Rudolph and the other reindeer wait for him to 

put the presents in the sleigh. Santa looks on the black list and on the white list. He makes 

presents for all children, because the bad ones promise to be good next year.  

 In his wonderful country, snowflakes fall day and night, making a soft, fluffy, 

bright carpet on the soil. Everything looks like cotton candy.  

 The sky is clear blue, but the sun sometimes is shy and hides behind the clouds 

which are grey like ash. It will come out again when the ugly clouds go away and every-

thing will be like heaven.  

 When Santa finishes all the gifts, the elves help him and put everything in the 

sleigh. Then the reindeer fly away all over the world, to leave the gifts under Christmas 

trees, for good children and for bad children who promise to be good.  

 Santa goes back to his home, with his friends and they all drink hot chocolate, eat 

cakes and watch the happy children opening the presents and playing.  
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Dear Santa,  

This year I studied hard and I got good grades. I was good, too. I hope you know 

and see this. This year, I want you to surprise you with  a poem, maybe you will remem-

ber to bring me that sledge you forgot to bring last year. 

Christmas 

There are millions of boys and girls 

That are waiting the whole year for Christmas to come 

They want many presents and toys 

That are colorful and shining 

We cheer the winter holidays and the magical Christmas 

Because all the world's population knows Santa 

An old man with a long white beard 

Who brings presents at night 

All the children are happy  

And their happiness is his trophy.  

 

 
You came here full of love and kindness to make everyone happy, in the blessed 

night of Christmas. That’s why I decided to write about you. 

 

Waiting in the dark 

Time runs by as if we were in an hourglass. We spend it with our precious family. 

We share secrets with anyone whom we trust to keep them. 
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But during the happy night of Christmas there is a secret everyone wants to know… 

but no one does. It is the mystery of “The Snowman”. Like a precious unknown gift from 

Santa. To make every child believe in the magic of Christmas, he gives us a little peek 

under the curtains. 

One day, a three-year-old girl named Mary Slytherin asked her mother why they 

were preparing lots of food and decorating a shiny tree. The answer surprised her very 

much. 

“What?! Christmas? What is that?” 

“My dear, Christmas is a festival where Santa, a generous person, comes with pre-

sents for good kids,” said her mother touching her nose. 

“When is he coming?” 

“Tonight!,” her mom whispered. 

Mary went to her room, thinking about Santa. “Can I see him?,” she wondered. She 

stayed up the whole night, hiding in a closet, just to find out who he was. In the middle of 

the night, a sparkling light came out of the chimney. It was an old man with a long white 

beard. He was dressed entirely in red and silver. 

“Who are you?” 

“My dear, I am Santa Claus, the one who brings gifts to kind children.” 

That’s how little Mary found out about Santa Claus, the mysterious nice guy. She 

became an elf and helped him deliver the joy telling other kids about Santa. They are now 

working together in the war between Happiness and Sadness... No one knows who will 

win! 

What will happen to the war? Who knows Santa? 

We don’t know, but the Stories do. Read books to find out! 

 

 
 December is finally here! It is my favourite month of all the year, when everyone 

wants to give presents and make surprises to the people in the family or friends. We also 

think about the poor and helpless people and we try to make them happy.  

 All around the city, there is a festive atmosphere, everyone is happy, everything 

is bright and white. I look at the white snow, shining on the streets, the huge, colourful 

Christmas trees and the windows of the shops which are decorated with sparkling orna-

ments, tinsel and hundreds of little lights.  

 I love winter when there is a lot of snow and I can play with my friends. I love 
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making angels in the snow and I always make a little snowman in my garden.  

 At school, we are already preparing for the Christmas festivity. We sing carols, 

recite poems about Christmas and winter and some of my colleagues learn their roles for a 

play. The old traditions come back to life and remind us of long-forgotten times.  

 On Christmas Eve, I go with my family to friends and neighbours, we sing car-

ols, eat cakes and drink hot chocolate. Iʼm excited about the presents and I go to sleep 

early because I want to wake up quickly and find my presents under the Christmas tree! 

 
 Hello! My name is Eric and once I travelled to the Winter Wonderland. 

 There I found a lot of cool things like: a lot of snowmen, snowflakes, snow, rein-

deer and, of course,  Santa...! I found Santa Claus!!!!!!!!!  

First, I decided to go to build some snowmen, then I went to Santa’s toy factory. I 

also saw elfs how they were working and making gifts for children from all over the 

world. I was so amazed that I started to record. Unfortunately, when the camera started 

recording it made a loud sound and the elfs saw me and started running away. They 

looked so scared. I ran too but a reindeer got into my way and I fell down. The other rein-

deer caught me and one of them said: 

„We need to get him to our master, Santa Claus” 

They got me to Santa and he asked me: 

„What were you doing in my factory, little kid?” 

„I...I was recording and watching how your factory works” 

„Oh, okay my little kid you’re free. I thought you were sent by my enemy, the Toy 

Hater” 

I left the factory and I returned home. In another day I went again to his factory and 

I asked Santa: 

 „Can I help your elfs in the factory?” 

„Yes, of course. It would be great!” 

I spent a great time there working together with Santa’s aides . I also took a lot of 

photos and I thanked Santa. Next day at school, Santa came. He gave me the biggest gift. 

„Thank you Santa for the photos and for the gift.” 

„You’re welcome!” 
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I went home and I opened my gift. There were interesting things in there: a drone, a 

game with Santa, a lego and mini reindeer. When the Christmas came and Santa gave 

every kid a gift, I prepared a meal for them: carrots for the reindeer and three bottles of 

milk for Santa. Next morning I found nine gifts for me, nine for my mom and dad, and 

nine for my brother, Albert. I went again in the Winter Wonderland, I asked Santa to turn 

me into an elf and he said: 

„I am surprised! You want to be an elf? There are two reasons why I can’t make you 

an elf. First, an elf has too many tasks and you are too young and second, I don’t have 

enought power to transform you into an elf.” 

I accepted and I asked him: 

„How many elfs are there?” 

„Uh....I think....two thousand elfs.” 

„What? Two thousand? How’s that possible?” 

„Eh....You will not understand if I explain.” 

„Okay Santa Claus, I will learn at school.” 

I went home to play with the drone from Santa. At school, at the English class I told 

my teacher about my visit to Santa’s factory but my colleagues laughed at me. I showed 

them the photos and the record so they stopped laughing. I was so happy because they 

finally believed me. 

 I went to the Mall with my family to see the highest Christmas tree in the city 

and listen to special Christmas carols.  

That was the best Christmas ever. 
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